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Introduction
Gender differences in risk preferences are often seen as a stylized fact in the economics and psychology literature. Most of the studies and meta-analyses find that women display a more prudent behavior than men when confronted with decisions under risk. In economics, for instance, surveys made by Eckel and Grossman (2008c) and Croson and Gneezy (2009) find mostly supporting evidence and investigate the robustness of this result along several dimensions, such as the characteristics of the subject pool, the strength of incentives, the gain vs. loss domain, the abstract vs. contextual framework. These surveys, though, are based on a relatively small sample of studies (16 and 10, respectively, 3 of which in common) given the variety of designs covered. As noted by Charness and Gneezy (2012) , the differences in the methods used to measure the preferences can act as an additional source of heterogeneity. Consequently, Charness and Gneezy (2012) focus on a single elicitation method, the Investment Game, and find strong evidence that females are less willing to take risk. In psychology, Byrnes et al. (1999) provide a meta-analysis including 150 studies, using a broad definition of risk, from smoking to driving to gambling, and analyzing self-reported, incentivized, as well as observed choices. The study finds that males take more risks than females in most of the risk categories, even though the magnitude of the effect is usually small, seldom significant, and some studies find contrary evidence.
Although there is a wide agreement that females are more risk averse than males, we believe that the evidence supporting this view cannot be considered conclusive for two reasons. First, there are important branches of the literature still largely unexplored. For instance, the Holt and Laury (2002) (henceforth, HL) task has never been the subject of a comprehensive analysis by gender, despite being by far the most popular elicitation method in economics according to the number of citations. Second, no attempt has been made yet to investigate whether and how the elicitation methods play a role in shaping the observed results, over and above possibly increasing the variance in the results. Risk attitudes are a latent construct that can only be indirectly and imperfectly measured: their measurement is by construction a combination of the latent preferences and the measurement error induced by the tool used to elicit them. Whether, to what extent, and in which direction the observed results are driven by the characteristics of the elicitation task adopted is an interesting and yet unexplored question.
The goal of this paper is to try to fill these gaps. We first provide a thorough survey of the literature concerning several elicitation methods finding mixed results. In particular we focus on the unexplored HL task, finding that only twenty papers provide enough information to be included in the survey out of more than five hundreds studies that cite Holt and Laury (2002) . This is due to the fact that the HL procedure is widely used as a companion task in experimental sessions in which the core treatments deal with other topics involving uncertainty. As a consequence, only a small fraction of contributions explicitly report about gender differences. We hence move beyond a simple meta-analysis to carry out a wide-range investigation based on the largest possible set of microdata, generated by directly asking for data the authors of all the 94 published HL replications.
We collected the data of 54 published studies, more than half of the universe of replications, corresponding to almost eight thousand subjects. This sample increases dramatically the information available through published results, both by increasing the number of studies analyzed and by making them directly comparable. Besides shedding some light on behavior in the HL task in general, this considerably large set of microdata allows us to provide conclusive evidence about gender differences using this elicitation method. The striking and consistent result is that a gender gap is the exception rather than the rule in HL replications: men and women display similar behavior, and when a difference can be detected it is usually small to negligible.
The large amount of comparable data also allows us to merge them in order to greatly increase the statistical power of the analysis. Moreover, access to all microdata allows us to exploit the data of subjects making inconsistent choices using a structural model estimated with maximum likelihood. The results on the pooled data show a comeback of significant gender differences, but the magnitude of the effect turns out to be economically unimportant. Differences amount to one sixth of a standard deviation, less than a third of the effect found by other elicitation methods analyzed in this paper (e.g., by Charness and Gneezy, 2012; Eckel and Grossman, 2008b) .
Our results indicate that the frequency and the importance of gender differences reflect specific characteristics of the elicitation methods over and above true differences in the underlying (and latent) risk attitudes. Observing a gender gap not only depends on the task being contextual or not (Eckel and Grossman, 2008a) , on it having to do with risk or with uncertainty (Wieland and Sarin, 2012) , or on the choices being incentivized, self-reported or observed (Byrnes et al., 1999) . Even restricting the analysis to the narrow domain of incentivized lottery choice tasks currently used in experimental economics, gender differences depend on the details of the task. We single out two characteristics that jointly correlate with the likelihood of observing gender differences: a) the presence of a safe option within the choice set, and b) the use of lotteries with 50% − 50% fixed probabilities in tasks that generate the menu of lotteries changing the amounts at stake.
Our data and to the best of our knowledge also the rest of the literature available do not allow us to further disentangle the effect of each of these two characteristics. More research by means of controlled experiments is needed to identify which of these two features ultimately triggers gender differences as well as the theoretical framework most suitable to capture this phenomenon. Nevertheless, we believe that this paper provides a leap forward in the understanding of gender differences in risk preferences from two points of view. First, it makes clear that, instead of being treated as a fact, gender differences should be analyzed jointly with the characteristics of the task used to elicit risk preferences. Second, it greatly restricts the set of possible determinants.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes the state of the art in the literature about gender differences in risk aversion and presents the survey of the few HL published results by gender. Section 3 describes the building and characteristics of the dataset of HL replications we built and use. Section 4 analyzes our dataset, first paper by paper and then pooling the data, using both descriptive statistics and structural modeling allowing for errors in the choices. Section 5 discusses which characteristics of the task could trigger the stark difference in behavior observed, identifying some candidates, and Section 6 concludes.
Literature Review
There are more risk elicitation methods than can be mentioned here. Our ambition is not that of providing an exhaustive survey of the results by gender across the different tasks used to measure risk preferences. In contrast, the goal of this section is to summarize the state of the art in the risk and gender literature, while at the same time illustrating possible advancements. Consequently, we limit our analysis to three representative and widely used methods: the Investment Game, introduced by Gneezy and Potters (1997) and refined by Charness and Gneezy (2010) , an Ordered Lottery Selection task proposed by Grossman (2002, 2008b) , and the Holt and Laury (2002) task, the most cited and replicated risk elicitation task.
In the Investment Game subjects decide how to allocate a given endowment E between a safe account and a risky lottery that yields with 50% probability 2.5 times the amount invested, zero otherwise. The task is framed as an investment decision, and a risk neutral subject should invest all of her endowment, since the marginal return of the risky option is greater than one.
In the Eckel and Grossman (henceforth EG) task subjects make a single choice, picking one out of an ordered set of lotteries. This method has been first introduced in the literature to specifically measure risk preferences by Binswanger (1981) . In the EG implementation subjects are faced with 5 lotteries characterized by a linearly increasing expected value as well as greater standard deviation (see Table 1 ). The task is not framed, and a risk neutral subject should choose lottery 5, since it has the highest expected value. The Holt and Laury (2002) (henceforth, HL) risk elicitation method constitutes the most widely known implementation of a multiple price list format applied to risk. The subjects face a series of choices between pairs of lotteries, with one lottery safer (i.e., with lower variance) than the other. At the end of the experiment, one row is randomly chosen for payment, and the chosen lottery is played to determine the payoff. The lottery pairs are ordered by increasing expected value. The set of possible outcomes is common to every choice, and the increase in expected value across rows is obtained by increasing the probability of the 'good' event (see Table 2 ).
The subjects make a choice for each pair of lotteries, switching at some point from the safe to the risky option as the probability of the good outcome increases. The switching point captures their degree of risk aversion. A risk-neutral subject should start with Option A, and switch to B from the fifth choice on. The higher the number of safe choices, the stronger the degree of risk aversion. Never choosing the risky option or switching from B 1/10 2 $ 9/10 1.6 $ sa 1/10 3.85 $ 9/10 0.1 $ 2 2/10 2 $ 8/10 1.6 $ 2/10 3.85 $ 8/10 0.1 $ 3 3/10 2 $ 7/10 1.6 $ 3/10 3.85 $ 7/10 0.1 $ 4 4/10 2 $ 6/10 1.6 $ 4/10 3.85 $ 6/10 0.1 $ 5 5/10 2 $ 5/10 1.6 $ 5/10 3.85 $ 5/10 0.1 $ 6 6/10 2 $ 4/10 1.6 $ 6/10 3.85 $ 4/10 0.1 $ 7 7/10 2 $ 3/10 1.6 $ 7/10 3.85 $ 3/10 0.1 $ 8 8/10 2 $ 2/10 1.6 $ 8/10 3.85 $ 2/10 0.1 $ 9 9/10 2 $ 1/10 1.6 $ 9/10 3.85 $ 1/10 0.1 $ 10 10/10 2 $ 0/10 1.6 $ 10/10 3.85 $ 0/10 0.1 $ That female are more risk averse than males is often deemed a stylized fact in the economic literature, as emphasized by many papers. This finding is confirmed by some surveys (Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Eckel and Grossman, 2008a) , which also stress how some characteristics of the experiments make gender differences more likely to appear. Gender differences may depend on the context, e.g., they are usually not found in contextual experiments (Eckel and Grossman, 2008a; Schubert et al., 1999) . Among the risk elicitation tasks analyzed in this paper, this state of the art is well captured by both the Gneezy and Potters (1997) and the Eckel and Grossman (2002) tasks. Both tasks have been already analyzed in the literature from a gender perspective, across different studies and with different subject pools. Females have been shown to consistently display a significantly more prudent average behavior. Charness and Gneezy (2012) report that in the Investment Game the gender gap is rather systematic and quite sizable. Their findings have been critically reviewed by Nelson (2013) , and found to be less significant and robust than reported. Even after Nelson's reconsideration, males invest more than females in most of the experiments analyzed, and such a difference is most of the time about 10 − 15% of the initial endowment (Charness and Genicot, 2009; Gneezy, 2004, 2010; Dreber and Hoffman, 2007; Dreber et al., 2010; Ertac and Gurdal, 2012; Fellner and Sutter, 2009; Gong and Yang, 2012; Langer and Weber, 2004 ). Significant differences, but lower than 10% in size, appear in Haigh and List (2005) , Bellemare et al. (2005) , and Crosetto and Filippin (2013b) , while Gneezy et al. (2009) is the only contribution in which a gender gap does not appear. Such a result is robust to the context (lab vs. field) in which data have been gathered as well as to many other features like the amount of money at stake, the geographical location, the type of subjects (students vs. professionals), etc.
Similar findings emerge with the Eckel and Grossman (2002) task, with sizable gender differences appearing both in the experiment presenting the task as well as in later replications (Arya et al., 2012; Ball et al., 2010; Crosetto and Filippin, 2013b; Dave et al., 2010; Eckel et al., 2009 Eckel et al., , 2011 Grossman and Eckel, 2009 ). Wik et al. (2004) find a gender gap among peasant households in Zambia. Cleave et al. (2010) find a gender gap in a wide sample but not in a subsample that participated to later experiments, but it is, to the best of our knowledge, the only exception.
The results obtained using these two elicitation methods are clear-cut: Females undoubtedly display, on average, a significantly more prudent behavior. The question is, however, whether these two tasks simply capture a regularity that holds in general, or whether instead the observed results are a function of some characteristics of these two elicitation methods. Absent any strong difference in the underlying latent construct, what looks like a robust result could instead be driven by the elicitation method. If this is the case, results should not be replicated at all or would be replicated to a clearly different extent using a sufficiently different elicitation method.
The perfect example is provided by Holt and Laury (2002) , which is the most popular risk elicitation method in the literature, but whose replications have never been systematically analyzed along a gender dimension. A survey of the literature reveals that gender differences are only rarely found. Already in the original Holt and Laury (2002) article a gender gap appears only in the low stake but not in the high stake treatment. Despite the fact that more than five hundred published papers cite Holt and Laury (2002) , 1 only 20 of them report the breakdown of results by gender. Out of these 20, only 3 report significant gender differences, 2 provide mixed evidence as in the original contribution, while 15 find no difference.
The three papers finding a significant gender difference are Agnew et al. (2008) using an unmodified low stake HL task, Dave et al. (2010) , using the 20X high stake HL treatment, and Brañas-Garza and Rustichini (2011), implementing a non-incentivized version with 9 choices.
The two contributions reporting mixed results find a significant effect only for a subsample, or only through one and not all statistical methods. In Chen et al. (2013) significant gender differences do not emerge in the unconditional distribution of choices, but choices become significantly different (at 10%) when controlling for other observable characteristics (age, race, academic major and number of siblings). Menon and Perali (2009) on the other hand find, within one study, females to be significantly more risk averse in one sample and significantly less risk averse in another.
The list of contributions in which the behavior of males and females does not differ significantly is longer, starting with the first replication of the original task (Harrison et al., 2005) . The list includes Anderson and Freeborn (2010) ; Carlsson et al. (2012) Summarizing, the frequency of significant gender differences sharply changes according to the elicitation method used. The results obtained with EG task and the Investment Game display systematic gaps, while the HL task results tend to support the view that males and females are characterized by similar risk attitudes. 2 This instability of results supports the view that a latent construct like risk attitudes can only be indirectly measured and what is observed heavily depends on the characteristics of the risk elicitation procedure used. Applied to differences of risk preferences along a gender perspective, this argument implies that the stylized fact describing females as more risk averse than males could be less solid than what it appears at first glance and definitely requires further investigation.
The evidence in this section is based on the contributions that replicate the HL task and that either provide direct information about gender differences or contain the statistical information necessary to derive them. Such evidence cannot be regarded as conclusive, however, due to both the size of the available sample and to problems of comparability, as explained below. For this reason, we prefer not to base our claims on a meta-analysis only. In the next section we provide a comprehensive analysis of the HL task based on a large sample of microdata of all the articles that replicated the HL task.
The Dataset
In this section we build and analyze data from a large sample of HL replications, also including the articles that directly replicate a version of the HL task without reporting gender results.
The reason is manifold. First, this allows us to increase the size and the representativeness of the sample analyzed. As seen above, few papers replicating HL report results about gender differences. While in principle this fact could be a result of selective reporting, no evidence of outcome reporting bias is found in the HL replications, and the likely explanation for the low reporting rate is the fact that the task is performed only as a control, and therefore gender differences in risk preferences are of little interest to the authors (for details see Crosetto et al., 2013) .
Second, this allows us to reduce to a common metric a large body of potentially heterogeneous literature. Comments about gender differences are not always accompanied by quantitative results. When results are published, they take different and not comparable forms, such as parametric or non-parametric tests of equality in mean or median, or coefficients in multivariate regressions. Moreover, inconsistent choices are treated in different ways and constitute an additional source of heterogeneity.
Therefore, we decided that instead of putting forward a meta-analysis of the published results it was worth trying to collect the microdata of all the replications of the HL task in order to gather an unbiased sample containing the largest possible number of comparable data points.
The result is a large dataset, covering 63 papers, three times as many papers as the ones covered by the simple survey of the literature of Section 2, and twice as many as all the previous survey papers in the experimental economics literature combined.
Getting the data
For published papers we queried the Scopus bibliographic database, tracking all papers that cited the original Holt and Laury (2002) study. We ran our query on January 31st, 2013. The query resulted in 529 papers: the original Holt and Laury (2002) and 528 papers citing it. As far as unpublished works are concerned, we came across some studies at the conferences we attended while others were signaled to us by the Economics Science Association discussion group. This resulted in the identification of 26 additional contributions, that we treat separately.
We examined closely all the 555 papers in the resulting pool to check whether the authors had replicated the HL experiment, in its original version or with some small variations of the design, or had simply cited the paper. Among the experimental replications, we restrict the range of possible departures from the original HL that we include in the dataset. We regard as comparable the multiple choice lists in which the amount at stake is held constant while the increase in the expected value of the lotteries is obtained through a higher probability of the good outcome. 3 Within these boundaries a multiple price list can take many different forms. For instance, we consider tasks in which the number of choices is different than 10, or in which the amounts at stake differ as compared to the original Holt and Laury (2002) .
The results of this exercise are detailed in Table 3 . We could not access, either in electronic or in paper form, 48 studies. Out of the remaining contributions, we found 118 published and 17 unpublished studies replicating the HL mechanism as described above, while 21 further papers, 16 published and 5 unpublished, used a modified version of HL, involving a safe amount instead of the safe lottery. These papers are analyzed separately in Section 5.
We directly contacted the authors of all the replicating papers, asking them for a set of summary statistics and significance tests, or, if possible, to share with us their microdata. We sent a first email (in two batches, on March 15th and March 28th, 2013) to the corresponding authors, and two reminders (on July 7th and on September 17th, 2013, the latter to all authors of the papers) to those not having answered previous messages.
Whenever the same dataset was used in two or more studies we counted it only once, including the other references in the 'Duplicate dataset' category. 16 studies could not be used, either because they involved a single-gender sample, or because the gender of the subjects was not recorded. Subtracting these particular cases leads to a universe of 111 HL replications, 94 published and 17 unpublished, suitable for gender analysis.
Altogether, for more than half of the relevant papers we could get either the microdata or exhaustive summary statistics. Our final dataset includes data from 54 published and 9 unpublished papers, for a total of 8713 subjects. 4 (2002) 
Articles citing Holt and Laury

Building a homogeneous dataset
The datasets received differ along several dimensions, from the purpose and the design of the experiment to the exact format of the multiple price list. Moreover, datasets differ in terms of which control variables are recorded, and in the way in which 'inconsistent' choices (multiple switchers, dominated choices) are treated.
Although we try to follow the common sense rule of keeping all the information available, making datasets comparable requires to take decisions that inherently encompass a degree of arbitrariness. The decisions and assumptions we made in building the dataset are detailed in this subsection.
Design of the replications
In case of a within-subject design in which the subjects completed more than one HL price list under different conditions (e.g. alone vs. in groups, with different frames, with different amounts at stake) we just kept the data from the first HL table the subjects were exposed to, provided that the task was performed by the subject alone. This reduced the number of observations but ensured a dataset free from order effects or other confounds. 5 For studies employing a between-subject design, we used all observations. Moreover, when the study included several different treatments concerning the main focus of the paper missing dataset to be in the order of thirty. This would also imply that the current coverage rate is downward biased, and that it is very likely to be already in the order of two thirds. 5 Repeated observations for each subject are likely characterized by a great instability as shown for instance by Crosetto and Filippin (2013b) ; Harrison and Swarthout (2012) . but just one HL task -usually used as a control for risk attitudes -we used all data and kept track of the different underlying conditions through the variable treatment. Changes in the HL task administered in the different treatments are infrequent and of marginal importance, but we take them into account in the control variables.
In general the rules described above allowed us to easily reformat the data and include them in the dataset. In some cases, though, the inclusion proved harder and ad-hoc rules necessary. 6
Level of detail of the data
Datasets come in basically four formats. We deal with this heterogeneity including the variable detail.
The most complete datasets provide us with data for each and every binary choice the subjects made (detail= 'full'). Other datasets record the number of safe choices of every subject and a dummy variable indicating whether they switched only one or multiple times -this behavior is usually labeled as 'inconsistent' (detail= 'partial'). For these datasets we can reconstruct the binary choices of the consistent (single-switchers) only, while for multiple-switchers we cannot tell which choices were made in which lotteries, and we have to treat their binary choices as missing. Third, five datasets report only the number of individual safe choices, but no information about inconsistent behavior. In order not to lose these observations, by default we assume that the authors sent us data for single-switchers only. 7 Finally, in some cases we only obtained summary statistics of the results, including the average number of safe choices by gender, and the results of statistical tests (detail= 'summary'). In this case we cannot retrieve any information about inconsistent behavior, nor reconstruct the subjects' binary choices.
The breakdown of the number of consistent and inconsistent subjects in our dataset by gender and by detail of the data is provided in Table 4 . This Table is the key to identifying the different samples used in different parts of the paper. For instance, while the description of results by paper (Section 4.1) relies upon all the information available, the analysis of microdata (Section 4.2) cannot include 'summary' data, and the structural model estimation allowing for mistakes (Section 4.3) can instead rely upon the 'full' datasets only. 
Variables included in the analysis
We shrank the number of variables of interest to get a minimum common ground for all papers and avoid having dozens of paper-specific demographics or controls. This meant including in the final dataset only the information concerning:
• the subjects. The dataset includes a unique identification number for every participant (subject), his choice in every binary lottery (safechoice) conditional on the completeness of the data received as explained above. This is the information we exploit to build the dependent variable used to proxy the risk attitude of the agents, i.e., the total number of safe choices. 8 Data also contain a variable summarizing whether the participant made inconsistent choices, and some individual controls such as female and age, though the latter was not always present;
• the format of the multiple price list. The papers included in our analysis greatly differ in the specific features of the multiple price list adopted. Examples of such differences are: a) the number of binary choices (numchoices)and consequently the change in the probability of the good outcome from one row to the next, b) the support of the probability spanned ([0.1 : 1] is the most common version, but [0 : 0.7] is also rather frequent, and we include other domains as well) and c) the variance of the outcomes. All these features are summarized by the variables Av1 Av2 Bv1 Bv2 , storing the values of lotteries A (safe) and B (risky), expressed in experimental units, and Ap1 Ap2 Bp1 Bp2, storing the probabilities of the four outcomes, for every decision.
• the procedure of the task: Whether the subjects' consistency was forced or subjects were free to switch more than once from option A to option B, and whether the decisions were proposed following the increasing likelihood of the good outcome or instead in a randomorder. Regarding the structure of the incentives, we keep track of whether choices were incentivized or hypothetical and of the exchange rate from experimental currency to dollars. By multiplying the amounts seen at screen by the exchange rate we can also compute the realmoney at stake in the experiment as the expected value of the 50/50 lottery A;
• the characteristics of the experiment: Some studies focus explicitly on measuring risk preferences directly for different subpopulations and in different contexts, or study the task itself or different versions of it, or else contribute mainly from a theoretical point of view to the understanding of decisions under risk. Other studies focus on other topics, like auctions, strategic games, tournaments, and use the HL task just as a control for risk preferences. We built the variable control to keep track of this difference. Moreover, especially for the papers in which HL was used as a control, we record in the variable treatment the fact that the HL data might have been associated to different treatments in the core part of the experiment.
The summary statistics of the variables included in the dataset, for the cases in which they are informative, are detailed in Table 5 .
Many of the features of the multiple price list have to be taken into account in order to obtain a comparable measure of risk aversion across papers. Usually the proxy for risk aversion adopted in the HL task is the number of safe choices. Making 6 safe choices in a classic HL task as that described in Table 2 implies that the subject switches to the risky option when the probability of the good outcome is 0.7. In contrast, making 6 safe choices in the version of the task like that implemented by Harrison et al. (2007) corresponds to switching when the probability of the good outcome is equal to 0.35, due to the fact that in this case there are 20 choices and the change in probability between each row is 5% instead of 10%.
Therefore, we parametrize the number of safe choices to the probability of switching in order to impose a common metric. For instance, in the example above in Harrison et al. (2007) to a subject who switches when the probability of the good outcome is equal to 0.35 we assign a number of safe choices equal to 3.
Results
In this section we analyze our dataset of HL replications from a gender perspective. We first analyze each paper separately, finding that an overwhelming majority of papers do not find any gender difference. We then pool the data, to give details on the risk preferences measured by the HL in general, and how they are affected by characteristics of the task or the subjects.
Paper by paper
The first step of the analysis is to consider each paper separately, as done in metaanalyses. In this section we restrict attention to consistent choices (i.e., to subjects switching once and not choosing dominated actions), including both published and unpublished papers to give the vastest overview of the literature possible. For each paper we can compute the mean number of safe choices by gender, as well as the results of a non-parametric MannWhitney test, and of Cohen's d (Cohen, 1988) as a measure of effect size. Results are detailed in Table 6 , and graphically displayed in Figure 1 , which includes only the papers for which we have full detail. Figure 1 shows the mean choice by gender and its confidence intervals, as well as the p-value of the Mann-Whitney test. In both the Table and the Figure, unpublished results are reported separately. In Table 6 papers are listed alphabetically, and significant results are highlighted. In Figure 1 papers are sorted according to the strength of their results supporting the stylized fact that women are more risk averse. The upper part of each panel contains the papers in which females are more risk averse than males, sorted 
where X m is the average male number of safe choices, X f is the average female number of safe choices, and s is the pooled standard deviation. The d is positive if females are more risk averse than males, but is free to be negative, in which case it means that the average female is less risk averse than the average male. While test statistics tell us if an effect can be said to apply out of sample and to the whole population, effect size statistics tell us how substantial this effect is, irrespective of sample size. Cohen (1988) indicated thresholds for interpreting his d: as long as the discussion is related to aggregate differences, 0.2 is a small effect, 0.5 is a medium effect, and from 0.8 on there can be said to be a large effect. If the interpretation wants to be carried over to differences at the individual level -i.e., predicting with high accuracy if a subject is male or female observing his or her risk aversion only -Cohen's ds of 2 or more are needed, with a value of 4 meaning almost absolute discriminability (Nelson, 2012) .
Applying these thresholds to our data, including both published and unpublished papers, we find that 23 papers find a small effect, and 3 a medium effect. At the same time 5 papers find a small and 1 a medium effect in the opposite direction (i.e., males more risk averse than females). 22 papers find a null effect (Cohen's d < 0.2) in either direction.
In 40 published and 6 unpublished papers females report a more prudent average behavior than males, as far as point estimates are concerned. However, this evidence in favor of a more prominent risk aversion in women is weak, as the differences are in the majority of cases not significant. Males are more risk averse than females in 13 published and 3 unpublished papers, and this difference is never significant. When looking together at the whole dataset of published and working papers, only around 12.6% (8 out of 63) of the HL replications display significant gender differences, a result that is even weaker than the already weak evidence of a gender difference that emerged in the survey made in Section 2. This fraction decreases to about 9.25% (5 out of 54) restricting the analysis to the published studies only.
These descriptive statistics immediately show that gender differences in risk attitudes are not an ubiquitous phenomenon. In contrast, using the HL task they appear as the exception rather than the rule. This finding is clearly at odds with the common wisdom in the literature that females are more risk averse than males. However, before drawing any conclusion we have to make sure that we are not observing a false negative because not detecting an effect cannot be directly interpreted as the proof of its absence. The fact of gathering the microdata makes possible such an exercise.
Merging the datasets
The goal of this section is to derive additional insights by merging all the available microdata rather than analyzing them separately. Doing so allows us to boost the statistical Table 6 : Results by gender of the HL replications -consistent subjects only Figure 1 : Gender gap in risk taking across HL replications power of our test, thereby almost eliminating the likelihood of observing a false negative. Even better, it makes possible to provide a precise quantitative estimate of the importance of gender differences using the HL task. Moreover, it gives the opportunity to identify the determinants of the number of safe choices over and above the role played by gender. Finally, the panel structure of the dataset grants the opportunity of controlling for any paper-specific characteristic, both observable and unobservable. A byproduct of this exercise is also to deliver a precise quantitative estimate of the main findings in the HL in general. However, before pursuing these goals we shed some light on a feature of the HL task, i.e. inconsistent choices. In this section we cannot rely upon the papers about which we only have descriptive statistics.
Inconsistent observations
One of the features of the HL task is that it generates a significant fraction of choices that cannot easily be interpreted. In particular, an expected utility maximizer should switch once (and only once) from Option A to Option B. It is commonly found instead that a fraction of subjects do not conform to this behavior, switching from Option B to Option A. This can be the consequence of going back and forth from Option A to B, or starting from B and then moving to A. In both cases, such a pattern is not consistent with the behavior of an expected utility maximizer and for this reason it is usually defined as inconsistent. This is not the only way in which the behavior can contradict the predictions implied by the axioms of Expected Utility Theory. For instance, choosing Option A when the good outcome is sure violates monotonicity, and the same happens when choosing Option B in the versions of HL containing a row in which the bad outcome is certain.
Observing similar patterns does not necessarily imply a violation of the axioms underlying expected utility, as the subjects could simply be consistent with this model but at the same times making mistakes. We test what happens when accepting this view by estimating a structural model with a stochastic component (see Section 4.3 below).
In this Section our goal is to describe the pattern of inconsistent choices, trying also to shed some light on their determinants and consequences. Therefore, we exploit all the information we have concerning inconsistent choices, including also the 'partial' datasets.
The overall frequency of inconsistent choices has already been summarized in Table 4 . In Table 7 we provide a more detailed picture showing a breakdown by gender and type of inconsistency. The Table displays the number of inconsistent choices, overall and by gender, out of the total number that can be potentially observed. For instance, multiple switching cannot be observed in papers in which a single switching decision is imposed by design. Always choosing the safer (riskier) lottery is a dominated action only if there is a choice in which the good outcome has probability one (zero). 9 Multiple switching is the most common type of inconsistent behavior, observed about 14% of the times. Females are significantly more likely to be inconsistent (Fisher Exact test p < 0.001) and this at first glance seems to aim at numeracy as a possible explanation. These differences survive also in a multivariate framework in which other possible determinants are included. In particular, presenting the lotteries in random order dramatically increases the fraction of inconsistencies. The number of choices in the price list also significantly increases inconsistencies, although to a much lower extent, while the presence of monetary incentives significantly reduces them. Inconsistent subjects make on average 5.15 safe choices, without significant gender differences (Mann Whitney test, p = 0.67). This number is lower than that of consistent subjects (5.63), and significantly so (Mann Whitney test, p < 0.001). At first glance this seems to suggest that inconsistent subjects tend to systematically bias downward the number of safe choices. However, a more careful interpretation suggests that inconsistent subjects simply tend to make choices that are closer to a random decision, which in the framework of the HL task coincides with choosing each option half of the times. This interpretation suggests that the positive correlation between risk aversion and IQ emphasized, among others, by Dohmen et al. (2010) , could be an artifact of the format of the price list, as already argued by Andersson et al. (2013) . Dominated choices (choosing always safe or always risky when certain outcomes exist) are much less frequent. Gender in this case does not help explaining the results, and neither do the other determinants, with the exception of incentives that also reduce the likelihood of making a safe choice when the good outcome is certain.
Estimate of gender differences and determinants of the number of safe choices
In this Section we analyze the risk attitudes of consistent subjects only. Estimates including inconsistent subjects can be performed only for the papers for which we have 'full' data, as done via structural model estimation in Section 4.3. Besides greatly simplifying the estimated decision making process, this approach has the advantage of allowing us to analyze a larger sample of data. This is important, even on the face of very similar average choices (Table 8) , since the higher variance in HL implementation details due to an extended sample helps to better identify the determinants of the choices. Table 8 shows that on average males make a lower number of safe choices, while variance is similar. Thanks to the high number of observations gender differences turn out to be statistically significant (Mann Whitney test, p < 0.001) in both samples. The Cohen's d on the pooled sample is d = 0.163, a tiny 16% of a standard deviation, even below the threshold of 0.2 used to identify a small effect. To give an example of how small this is, consider that if we compared two random persons, and assuming normal distribution of risk preferences, we would have a 53% chance of being correct when saying that the more risk averse of the two is a woman, against a 50% rate if we just randomized our answer. For the sake of comparison, we run a similar exercise using data for the Investment Game and for the Eckel and Grossman task. For the IG we use the Cohen's ds computed by Nelson (2013) for all the studies included in the survey paper by Charness and Gneezy (2012) . For the EG task we use the data provided by the papers replicating the task, when available. In both cases we add the Cohen's d computed from our own data presented in Crosetto and Filippin (2013b) . The average effect size coincides for the two elicitation methods and it is equal to d = 0.55, three and a half times the effect found in HL. 10 This effect is still not huge, but classifiable as a medium effect at the aggregate level.
The significant gender gap, hence, is found in the HL task only when considering a vast sample but it is still negligible in size, while in both the Investment Game and the EG task it is found even in small samples, and is three and a half times as large, on average. The next step is to try to identify the determinants of the number of safe choices as reported in Table 9 . At the same time we can verify whether the unconditional gender differences (0.31 safe choices, Column 1) are robust.
In Column 2 we present our preferred specification trying to emphasize the determinants of the number of safe choices among the controls available. 11 Gender differences barely change (0.3 safe choices) even when relevant factors are controlled for. For instance, we find that not surprisingly incentives matter. Subjects tend to behave in a more risk averse way when the incentives increase, although less so at the margin. We also find that the money illusion induced by inflating the experimental payoffs (given the same amount of money at stake) has no additional effect. In contrast, administering the lotteries in random order significantly increases the average number of safe choices on top of increasing the likelihood of observing an inconsistent behavior, although the evidence is based on four papers only. 10 In order to make the two measures comparable, we compute the Cohen's d for each paper in our dataset, and we then compare the mean and distribution of this measure with the mean and distribution of the papers for which we have enough data -16 papers for the IG and 6 papers for the EG. The Cohen's d for HL, computed from our data, turns out to be d HL = 0.13, significantly different from d IG = 0.55 (Mann-Whitney, p-value < 0.001) and d EG = 0.55 (Mann-Whitney, p-value = 0.003) 11 There are different formats of the HL implemented, but the variation is not so high. Most of the paper are true replications of the HL task. For this reasons we have problems of collinearity when trying to include many controls at the same time. For instance, we do not have enough variance to meaningfully estimate the effect of the support of probability spanned by the HL list together with administering the lotteries in random order. Similarly, we cannot interact the features of the HL task with gender. There is no gender difference in the reaction to the amount of money at stake and in the random order of the lottery. Hence we do not include these interactions even if technically doable. In Column 3 we estimate the same specification but restricting the sample to the papers for which we have full detail. We perform this exercise for the sake of comparability with what shown in Section 4.3, where also inconsistent subjects are included in the analysis thanks to the availability of all their binary choices. Results barely change, and in particular the gender gap in the average number of safe choices is stable around 0.3.
The panel dimension of our dataset allows to control for any observable and unobservable characteristic common to each replication. Column 4 reports the results of a fixed effect specification. Females make on average 0.288 safe choices more than males, confirming by and large what found above.
The results of this section show that using the HL task the choices of males and females are not identical. However, they can be detected in a significant way only when the statistical power of the test is high enough because such differences are economically unimportant in terms of magnitude. This evidence is clearly different from what emerges for instance in the Investment Game or in the EG task, showing that the features of the risk elicitation mechanism affect the measured behavior over and above the effect of adding some noise. Along the gender dimension the influence of the features of the task is systematic, to the point that it affects the behavior at the aggregate level. The likelihood of observing gender differences is strikingly lower in the HL than in the EG and IG task. Hence, evidence based on those two tasks only cannot be regarded as sufficient to attribute the different observed behavior to actual differences in the underlying risk attitudes. The problem becomes then to disentangle the task vs. underlying preferences conundrum. We start in the next section trying to exploit all the information we have concerning the decision process, i.e., also including possible mistakes in a structural model that includes a stochastic component.
Structural estimation with Maximum Likelihood
To assess the effect of gender on choices while controlling for both a level of noise in decision making and the variations in the characteristics of the task we build a random utility structural model and estimate it through maximum likelihood. For this exercise we restrict our focus to published papers for which we have the 'full' microdata, and we can make use of both consistent and inconsistent subjects. This leaves us with 5237 subjects.
We build our estimation using the error specification of Holt and Laury (2002) , and using the script provided by Harrison (2008) . We assume that subjects are expected utility maximizers characterized by CRRA preferences U(x) = x r , and that they can make an evaluation error µ when comparing the utility of the two lotteries. The probability of choosing the safe lottery is
, and
in which A is the safe lottery, B the risky lottery, µ is the noise parameter, and it is easily shown that the probability converges to 1 2 as µ → ∞, and, as µ → 0, to 1 if EU A > EU B and to 0 if EU A < EU B .
Given the above assumptions, we can write the log-Likelihood function as
and then estimate separately for each paper and jointly over all the dataset a structural model of choice using maximum likelihood and clustering standard errors by subject. 12 We allow for heterogeneity by gender of both r and µ, and we also control the effects on both parameters of the actual amounts at stake (realmoney), also allowing for a quadratic effect, of inflating the numbers on screen via an experimental exchange rate (exchange), and of a random order of the choices (randomorder). Results can be seen in The estimate paper by paper gives very similar results to the ones detailed in Table 6 and is not reported.
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The estimated risk parameter is r = 0.64, in line with the estimation in the original HL paper for the 1× treatment. For what concerns r, females show a significantly higher risk aversion and increasing the stakes significantly increases risk aversion, even though to a slightly decreasing rate. Presenting the lotteries in a random order has a significant effect, increasing risk aversion. Inflating numbers on screen by increasing the exchange rate between the experimental currency unit and dollars (or euros) does not affect the estimates. These results are in line with what found in the previous section using regression analysis. 13 The average level of noise is µ ∼ 0.22, higher than what found in Dave et al. (2010) . 14 Females display a similar µ as males and this evidence rules out numeracy from the possible explanations of gender differences. In fact, HL is considered a relatively demanding task from the cognitive point of view. If numeracy played a role in explaining the results along a gender dimension, the lower understanding of the task should have been reflected by a significantly stronger role played by confusion and captured by µ. Interestingly, and according to intuition, increasing the stakes slightly reduces noise. On the other hand, displaying the lottery choices in random order has no significant effect, and similarly no effect has the experimental currency inflation.
Gender differences and the characteristics of the task
The analysis carried out above shows that the likelihood of observing gender differences differs systematically across elicitation methods. The question then becomes why this is the case and which characteristics of the tasks drive such a result.
To start with, it has been argued (Charness and Viceisza, 2011; Dave et al., 2010, among others) that HL is more difficult to understand than other methods. Hence, HL could elicit noisier signals making differences more difficult to be detected. The different gender pattern could then simply be driven by a lower precision in the estimates that characterizes the HL method. We can rule out this possibility comparing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the tasks. The SNR in our dataset of HL replications is equal to 3.34, higher than the average of the replications of the SNR of the Investment Game (2.06) and the EG task (2.41). 15 Similar evidence emerges comparing the SNRs obtained by Crosetto and Filippin (2013b) in a replication of the three tasks in a homogeneous subject pool (HL: 3.27; IG: 2.67; EG: 2.16).
Having excluded that the pattern of gender differences stems from a different precision in measuring risk attitudes, we move to a quick comparison of the methods described in Section 2 from a theoretical point of view. The goal is to identify the features that correlate systematically with the observed pattern. 16 Apart from the number of choices, the tasks differ along three main lines: a) the menu of lotteries being generated by changes in probabilities rather than outcomes; b) the truncation of the domain of risk preferences covered by the task; c) the availability of a safe option among the set of alternatives.
The Investment Game and the EG task are very similar as far as these theoretical characteristics are concerned. For instance, they both rely upon a change in the amount of money at stake in order to generate the opportunity set from which subjects choose their preferred lottery. Probabilities of the (good and bad) outcomes are instead kept fixed at 50%. Moreover, they are both characterized by a set of possible choices that allows to identify only different degrees of risk aversion. In fact, in the Investment Game risk-neutral as well as risk-loving subjects should invest their entire endowment because the expected return of the risky option is larger than one. In the EG task lottery 5 yields the highest expected value and is the preferred alternative of risk-neutral and risk-loving subjects alike. Finally, both elicitation methods include a risk free alternative. In the Investment Game subjects have the opportunity of securing the entire endowment by investing nothing, while the EG task includes a degenerate lottery with no uncertainty that is equivalent to a safe choice.
The HL task differs with respect to the Investment Game and the EG along all three dimensions. First, the variance across the set of lotteries is obtained modifying the probability distribution. In particular, the good outcome becomes more and more likely while the amounts at stake are kept constant. Second, HL measures preferences both in the risk averse and in the risk loving domain. Third, the choice set does not include a riskless alternative. The subject must incur some risks as the degenerate lottery in row number ten of the original HL is played out with 10% probability only. One could argue that the role of the riskless alternative might be played by the minimum amount of the safer lottery. In other words, by always choosing Option A (except maybe in row 10) the subject can be sure to earn 3.2 euro avoiding less favorable outcomes. Whether such an amount can be considered as a riskless alternative is disputable, but in any case it is definitely less focal than in the other two elicitation methods. In fact, it requires some elaboration by the subjects to be identified as it is not shown directly to them as a specific choice. 17 Moreover, its salience is likely to be diluted by the multiple choice dimension, which induces a comparison across risky alternatives across rows.
The joint presence of these three factors (safe option, truncation of the domain, change in probabilities vs change in amounts at stake with fixed 50% probability) clearly correlates with the likelihood of observing gender differences in risk preferences. The next step is to try to disentangle the role of each of these factors.
Our data allows us to exclude that gender differences depend on the domain of analysis. The observed pattern of the gender gap could be an artefact of the truncation of the opportunity set as long as female are more risk seeking in the risk loving domain, something that would be hidden by a task that scans only the risk aversion domain, thereby delivering biased estimates. Our dataset allows to directly test and exclude this possibility. In fact, used in this paper.
in the HL females appear slightly more risk averse uniformly, i.e., also in the risk loving domain. Further evidence supporting this claim is provided by the Outcome Scale method, which implements a multiple price list of an increasing safe option against the same 50/50 lottery. The Outcome Scale method has hence two features in common with the EG task and the Investment Game, while, similarly to HL, it covers the entire domain of preferences. A gender gap is a recurrent finding also with the Outcome Scale method. For instance, this is found by Sapienza et al. (2009); Sutter et al. (2013) , with Cohen's d in the range of ∼ 0.35, while no differences are reported by Dohmen et al. (2010) ; Masatlioglu et al. (2012) . Gender differences are therefore triggered by the availability of a safe option within the set of alternatives and/or by the change in outcomes vs change in probabilities.
The availability of a safe option within the set of alternatives has already been shown to increase the likelihood of observing violations of expected utility theory (Andreoni and Sprenger, 2012; Camerer, 1992; Harless and Camerer, 1994; Starmer, 2000) , and therefore a possibility is that the importance of certainty effects differs by gender. The literature offers the possibility of indirectly testing this explanation. In fact, some contributions use a slightly modified version of the HL task in which instead of facing two risky lotteries, subjects choose repeatedly between a safe amount and a risky lottery. We collected also the contributions that implemented this version of the HL task in order to investigate whether the presence of a safe option increases the magnitude of gender differences. Table 11 replicates the analysis of Section 4.1 when a safe choice is available. Gender differences emerge more frequently when a safe option is available (in 20% rather than 9.5% of the papers). Of course, we do not dare interpreting such a slightly higher frequency as more than merely suggestive evidence in favor of this interpretation. Another exercise that can be performed to test this conjecture is to include these studies in a regression together with those analyzed in the previous sections, and to see whether the interaction between gender and the availability of a safe option is positively and significantly correlated with the number of safe choices. Unfortunately, such an exercise cannot be considered a meaningful and direct tests of this conjecture for several reasons. First, the variance in the sample comes mainly from differences across rather than within the two subsamples, hence being confounded with the availability of a safe option itself. In fact, the design of the task in most of the safe-choice experiments comes from the same group of authors and it is not directly comparable with the classic HL. The number of options is higher (15) and limited to the range of probability [0.3 − 1] of the good outcome to occur. Second and foremost, in the safe-choice experiments the fixed amount is usually lower than the expected value of the 50% − 50% risky lottery, and it is kept constant across all the choices and is therefore different from the expected value of the corresponding Option A in the classic HL. Hence, this evidence cannot be regarded as conclusive. A proper test of this conjecture by means of a controlled experiment is left for future research. In any case, results of a similar regression do not detect significant differences associated to the availability of a safe alternative.
The literature does not offer many papers that allow us to tell apart the effects on gender differences of the safe option and of the change in outcomes rather than in probabilities. A study by Bruner (2009) tests two different HL tables, one with changing stakes and one with changing probabilities, but unfortunately no information on gender is available. Another recent paper (Andersson et al., 2013) employs an Outcome Scale method without a safe option, effectively replicating a HL method with changing probabilities, but finds significant gender differences in one of the two experiments of the study, and not in the other. On the other hand, other tasks combine varying probability and varying outcomes with the absence of a safe option, as is the case of the Bomb Risk Elicitation Task (Crosetto and Filippin, 2013a) , in which no gender difference appears.
Summing up, the results in the literature seem to indicate that when a safe option is available in the choice set, and when the tasks employ 50/50 lotteries and change the amounts at stake to generate variation in the expected values, then gender differences in risk preferences are usually found. The data we collected and the evidence present in the literature do not allow us, though, to disentangle which of the two characteristics of the task is crucial for the emergence of gender differences. The absence of both (HL, Bomb task) seem to lead to a similar behavior of males and females. More research and the development of ad hoc tests in a controlled environment are needed to shed more light on the issue.
Discussion and conclusions
In the economics literature there is a wide agreement that females are more risk averse than males. In this paper we reconsider this issue, complementing the existing literatures with several findings.
A thorough survey of the literature concerning several elicitation methods offers indeed mixed results. In particular, we focus on the most widely used risk elicitation task (Holt and Laury, 2002) , the results of which have never been thoroughly analyzed along a gender perspective. We find that using this task results sharply differ from the consensus, with significant gender differences being the exception rather than the rule.
The HL task is usually employed as a companion task in experiments focusing on other topics. Hence, the number of papers directly reporting gender results is small relative to the number of replications. We decided to move beyond a simple meta-analysis based on a survey of the published results, to carry out a systematic investigation by gathering the largest possible set of microdata. Our dataset contains 54 published studies, an amount that is way larger than the number of papers included in previous surveys of risk and gender and covering more than half of all the HL replications. Using the HL task gender differences are the exception rather than the rule, as they appear only in less than ten percent of published papers, while they are a regular finding with other elicitation methods. This striking difference is not due to a different average numerosity of the sample, and we can also exclude that it is an artefact of a greater complexity of the HL task.
The possibility of merging the microdata allows us to reach several goals. First, we can provide a reliable estimate of the typical results obtained with the HL task. The average unconditional choice corresponds to an Arrow-Pratt coefficient of risk aversion equal to ρ = 0.24. Concerning the determinants of the behavior we find that incentives increase risk aversion in a significant and concave way. Inconsistent choices are a quite recurrent phenomenon, characterizing 14% of the subjects. We also find that females are more likely to display an inconsistent behavior than males, but the choices of inconsistent subjects do not differ by gender. Second, we shed light on the pattern of inconsistent choices estimating a random utility structural model with maximum likelihood. This procedure provides evidence against numeracy as a possible explanation of the gender pattern. Third and foremost, merging the replications allows us to boost the statistical power when testing the existence of gender differences, virtually eliminating the possibility of facing a false negative. Doing so, significant differences are indeed detected, but their magnitude is economically unimportant, at about a sixth of a standard deviation. Note that this magnitude is three times lower than what found for instance in the Gneezy and Potters (1997) Investment Game or in the Eckel and Grossman (2002) lottery choice task. While heterogeneity in measured risk preferences has already been observed in the literature along many dimensions, the striking fact that we show is that strong differences exist even across incentivized tasks that consist essentially of one ingredient only: choices among lotteries.
The striking difference between our results and the stated view in the literature shows that the likelihood of observing gender differences crucially depends on the features of the task used to elicit risk preferences. This is an interesting result per se because it proves that gender differences in risk attitudes cannot be treated as a fact and need to be reconsidered. At the same time, if the measured risk preferences depend on the elicitation tasks, it is natural to ask why this is the case and which task is the one getting closer to the true value of risk preferences.
The paper starts to provide an answer to this question by drawing a first map of the features of the different tasks that might trigger such a different behavior. We can rule out that the observed gender pattern is due to the different support of preferences investigated by the risk elicitation methods. The characteristics that correlate with the emergence of gender differences are instead a) the availability of a safe option among the set of alternatives and b) manipulating the expected value of the lotteries changing the outcomes at stake while keeping their probability fixed at 50%. The first determinant is likely to trigger certainty effects, and it is known in the literature that safe options increase the likelihood of observing violation of the predictions of Expected Utility Theory. The second factor prevents misperceptions of probabilities from playing a role. Unfortunately, available data do not allow us to disentangle the two effects in order to identify the ultimate cause of gender differences, something that requires the design of controlled experiments.
We believe that this paper provides a leap forward in the understanding of decision under risk along a gender perspective, by bringing new evidence to the debate and by providing a map of which characteristics of the task might trigger a different gender behavior. However, further research is needed to properly explain when and in which sense males are more risk tolerant than females and what is the theoretical framework more suitable to represent this fact.
